
FAIRLIGHT VILLAGE PARKED VEHICLES ACTION PLAN SUMMER 2024

PROBLEM IMPROVEMENT HOW WHO/WHEN
BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

1. Vehicles parked opposite 
driveways, near junctions, on 
verges

Vehicles to be parked away from 
driveways on narrow roads, away 
from the edge of junctions and not 
on grass verges

Education campaign for visitors and delivery 
services. Where possible residents to extend 
dropped kerbs and driveways to 
accommodate all their vehicles

All to share on WRGOIF 
Facebook Page 

2. Residents can’t get on/off 
their driveways

Residents to have enough room to 
get on/off their driveways. HGV’s 
to be able to pass parked vehicles 
without mounting pavements

Share photos to raise awareness and 
understanding of the turning space needed. 
Parked vehicles should allow space for drivers 
to reverse onto their driveways

All

3. Parked vehicles obstructing 
fire engines and ambulances

Encourage all to ‘park and walk’ a 
few yards from their destination 
and to leave passing places

Ask community group leaders to promote our 
‘Considerate Parking’ campaign

FPC, FRA, FPT

CONTRACTORS POLICY

4. No guidance on where to park A list of residents willing to allow 
regular contractors to park off the 
road on their driveways

New guidance for contractor parking Cllr Mier to lead. FPC, 
FPT, LWL-FC-RMA

5. Lorries, works vehicles are 
too large for single lanes marked 
‘No HGVs’ damaging assets

Residents ordering goods and 
services to include instructions e.g. 
No HGVs/Narrow Lane

Parking ‘Hot Spots’ map for circulation All residents when 
ordering goods.

VP to circulate map of 
Hot Spots

Agreement with regular contractors 
on parking e.g. Rother, SWater

Professional Notices to be sent in advance of 
scheduled works using ESCC Model

Cllr Mier to lead

PARTNERSHIP WORKING

6. Poor visibility on the bus route 
especially on brow of hill and 
Waites Lane/Shepherds Way

Restricted parking on bus routes Joint working with Stagecoach & Highways Ann H to lead

PROBLEM



7. Vehicles parked in bus stops Request bus stop markings Joint working with Stagecoach & Highways Ann H to lead

8. Construction Site Vehicles Address issue of parking spaces in 
Construction Management Plans

Joint working with Rother District Council 
Planning Team

Cllr Grohne to lead

LONG TERM CAMPAIGNS

9. Poor pedestrian safety Coherent signage for ‘1066 
Coastal Path’ and ‘Public 
Footpaths’

Link to walking charities, promote walking 
maps of the village

FPC Footpath Rep 
linked to ESCC

10. Parking on pavements Reduce pavement parking Keep updated with national policies Neighbourhood Watch

11. Ploughed verges and sunken 
kerbs

Long-term village verge bollards 
and coastal planting scheme

Recruit Street Reps/Verge Volunteers to liaise 
with Fairlight Gardening Club to ensure 
coastal planting design aesthetic/consistency 
throughout the village

FRA to be requested to 
lead?

12. Blockages on single lanes 
with no passing spaces

Investigate possibility of one way 
systems and access only signage

Discuss results of Village Surveys with ESCC 
Highways

Cllr Grohne to lead

PRIORITIES

13. No ‘Residents Parking Only’ 
or ‘No Parking On Verges’ Signs

Branded professional AA type 
signs to be erected throughout the 
village

Joint working with Parish Council, Church, 
Village Hall, Fairlight Gardens Committee

Cllr Mier to lead

14. Lack of data for Hot Spots 
Shepherd’s Way/Channel Way 
and LWL

Clarification of matters arising 
requiring FPC, NW or Sussex 
Police support

Joint working with Neighbourhood Watch Maria Channel Way 

Jeff Trail Camera

Lyn LWL-FC-RMA

15. Some Village Hall users 
unaware of local parking issues 
and cones

Less damage to verges on Knowle 
Road and residents able to get on/
off their drives during popular 
events

Village Hall Committee provide cones and 
notify all users about parking issues

Steph to lead
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